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Abstract 

The relation between the hyperfine interaction (HFI) and the lattice 

location of heavy impurities in iron is discussed in the light of results 

(see companion papers) on Yb, ¥b and Au in Fe. A compilation of all 

known results in Fe and Cu reveals a simple correlation between the diffe

rence in atomic radii of implanted and host atoms and the corrected extinc

tion ratio in lattice location experiments. A simple model is developed to 

account simultaneously for the annealing -and implantation- temperature depen-

denceof the impurity HFI and l&ttice location in Fe between room temperature and 

800K. It is based bn existing information concerning the nature and evolution of ra

diation damage in Fe: impurity evolution is described in terms of a two-stage process 

involving (i) vacancy migration towards the impurity and (ii) migration of the 

impurity-vacancy complex, with the latter stage being much faster than the 

former. Quantitative agreement is found with our experimental results, as 

well as with results obtained on other impurities in Fe. It is suggested 

that the model is applicable in all cases where vacancy motion determines 

impurity evolution. 



1• Introduction 

This is the fourth in a series of papers dealing with the influence 

of radiation damage in lattice location and hyperfine interaction (HFI) ex

periments on heavy impurities in iron. We begin with a qualitative discus-

. sion of the relation between the HFI and the corrected extinction ratio s 

in lattice location experiments, based on the results of I, II and III. We 

then consider the value of e for heavy impurities implanted at temperatures 

where radiation damage is stable. A compilation of experimental results leads 

us to a form of "Hume-Rothery rule" relating e to the difference between the 

atomic radii of implanted impurity and host atoms. Relevant information on 

radiation damage-evolution in Fe, derived from resistivity and electron mi

croscopy sources, is then summarized. On this basis, we present a quantita

tive analysis of the changes in both £ and the HFI for Yb in Fe as the 

annealing or implantation temperature varies from room temperature to 850K. 

It is suggested that this analysis may also account for the temperature-

dependence of e and the HFI of other heavy impurities in metals. 

2. Radiation damage effects on the impurity extinction ratio e and on the HFI 

Consider the physical meaning of the corrected extinction ratio on 

the impurity (denoted e) as defined in III. In the usual formulation, 

lattice 'defects due to implantation are ignored ; measuring e along various 

crysta 11 ographic directions and talcing flux-peaking effects into account, 

the fraction of impurities occupying well-defined lattice sites should then 

be obtained. This is a common interpretation of channeling results on heavy 
2-5 impurities implanted in Fe. It was supported by experiments in which the 
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value of £ vas. found equal to the proportion of implanted inourity nuclei 

with a HFI amplitude presumably corresponding to a substitutional lattice 
3—7 site. In several cases (Ca, I, Xe» Yb, Bi in Fe) t as in the work reported 

here, the following results were obtained : (i) the measured room-temperature 

(KT) value of £ is about 0.40-0.60 in all crystallographic directions ; (ii) 

no significant flux-peaking effect is found in angular scans on the impurity; 

(iii) the half-width i.,« of these angular scans is some 10-I5Z smaller than 

that of the corresponding scans on the host. The standard interpretation is 

that about half of the implanted atoms lie in substitutional sites, the 

other half being either randomly distributed in the unit cell (this is gene

rally recognized as unlikely) or forming some kind of cluster, compound or 

oxide, whose structure is incoherent with that of the original host lattice. 

Taken together, the results of I, II and III lead us to question this simple 
• 8 interpretation. The suggestion that a RE oxide precipitate could be formed 

("internal oxidation"), due to recoil implantation from the surface oxide 

layer or to the presence of interstitial oxygen in the bulk of the host crys

tal, was contradicted by several experiments in which oxygen was implanted 

below the surface oxide layer or directly into the RE implantation layer 

(see I). In the latter case, the RE-oxygen interaction was shown to affect 

the HFI and c in very different ways, and the fraction of displaced RE atoms 

depended sharply on the ratio of oxygen -to RE- concentrations, in contrast 
12 15 —2 

to the observed;dose-independence (between 5.10 and 10 at.cm ) of e 

when no oxygen is implanted. Several Mossbauer experiments on rare-earth im

planted iron ' also suggest that.the result of Ref.8 is not reproduced 

when the implantation energy is significantly higher than the particularly 

low value (50 keV) used in that -case• 
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.It is. now a well-established fact that £ and the HFI are both affec

ted by the interaction of the implanted impurity with radiation damage* In 

the present discussion, the variations of the corrected extinction ratio e 

are related to those of the HFI at the RE inpurity nucleus. It is indeed ra

ther surprising that this is at all possible, in vier of the different sen

sitivities of the channeling phenomenon and the HFI 

around the inpurity. If the damage structure is such 

to lattice defects 

that the lattice is un

perturbed in the near-neighbor shells surrounding the impurity, the HFI may 

even have an amplitude corresponding to that of a substitutional atom (f-1). 

This point.was discussed in II for the localized RE foment in Fe , 6 9 T - , on 

which both PAC and Hossbauer effect results are available. On the other hand, 

in a channeling experiment the faackscattering probability for a particle by 

an impurity atom depends on the impurity lattice position, but the particle 

flux at the impurity position also depends oh the /crystal distortions seen 

by the particle before reaching the impurity depth so that the flux -and 

hence the backseattering probability- may. depend/ rather critically on the 

sise and symmetry of the defect associated with; the impurity. This could ex

plain why the room-temperature value of £ for/Yb in Fe is reduced well below 

the expected (£-1) "substitutional" value while the HFI corresponds to f-1 

(see II). Of course, if impurity-defect associations are to be considered, 

the very meaning of : a lattice site for an/impurity trapped in such a complex 

must be re-examined* 

The analysis of channeling data in a damaged lattice (without impuri-
12 ' 13 

ties) has met. with considerable difficulty in all but the simplest cases. 
If the geometry of the defects is known, analytical or Monte-Carlo 

calculations may be performed in simple cases to assess the modification 

they induce in the flux distribution of the probing beam. Using this dis tri-
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btition, it «ay then be possible tô deduce quantitative information on the 

lattice location of impurities lying in an- unperturbed region of the crystal 

beyond the damaged region. The situation is far more complex when an impurity 

defect association has to be considered. A local effect is then involved, 

since the impurity is inside a distorted region of the lattice. The incoming 

particle flux for eachplausible impurity site can only be determined by de

tailed computer calculation of particle trajectories in the perturbed 

lattice. The results of such a calculation for various impurity sites could 

then be compared to the experimental backseat ter ing probability from the im

purity.; Defect size and shape, as well as the relative position of defect and 

impurity, will certainly influence the results, and it is likely that rather 

different configurations will lead tô similar backseat ter ing probabilities. 

For these reasons, such a complex calculation was not attempted in the pre

sent work. 

3. A relation between e and the impurity atom radius 

Since the room-temperature values of £ are identical in all direc

tions studied, and in the absence of a proper analysis of channeling in the 

presence of impurity-defect interactions, the correct interpretation of the 

ET lattice location results is open to conjecture. However, a systematic 

study of the/literature on lattice-location of large impurities in metals 

leads to an interesting correlation. Lattice-location results have previous-

ly been discussed in terms of impurity electronegativity (Darken-Gurry 

plots). Such à "macroscopic" approach leads to the Hume-Rothery rules for 

impurity solubility in a metallic host and suggests that the effect of impu

rity size bé investigated. In Figfcl and 2 we have plotted the normalized 

extinction ratio £ in terms of the difference between impurity (R.) and host 
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(R ) «ton radii, for the well-documented cases of Fe and Cu. The results pre

sented in these figures are restricted to -impurities of larger atomic radii 

than host atoms. A linear relation is found between (1-e) and (R.-R )/R : 
i o o 

the value of e is constant and close to unity below a critical radius (when 

the impurity radius is 202 larger than the host radius for Fe, and 25% larg

er for Cu). This is a form of "Hume-Rothery rule" for lattice location expe

riments : once the critical radius has been determined for a given host,the 

value of £ is predicted for any large impurity* 

Exactly why such a simple relation holds is unclear at present. The 

difference between host and impurity atomic radii is clearly important to 

lattice strain, which can affect channeling at the impurity site. It is also 

essential to the elastic interaction between the impurity and lattice defects 

such as vacancies or divacancies. However, such effects would presumably in

duce considerable changes (e.g., narrowing or possibly flux-peaking) in the 

impurity channeling angular distribution. This is not observed (impurity an

gular distributions are typically only < 10-152 narrower than host distribu

tions). To our knowledge, no plausible'explanation has yet been offered for 

this result. 

The changes in E due to annealing or high-temperature implantation 

reported in this series of papers and elsewhere * ' ' demonstrate the sen

sitivity of s to the impurity-damage interaction, since the effect of the 

temperature change is to induce-point defect de trapping and mobility. As long 

as no, detrapping of the defect from the impurity occurs, and/or as long as 

the defects interacting with impurities are not mobile, lattice location re

sults should be temperature-independent. For metals of interest here, the 

latter process sets in at or below 80K, for interstitials and around or 

above room temperature for vacancies or divacancies. 
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Since several lattice location experiments ' * have shown that e is tem

perature independent up to at least 300K, ve conclude that the effect of 

vacancy <jor divacancy) nobility dominates*. Lattice location results are then 

determined by the evolution of the impurity-defect interaction as described 

in Section 5. As discussed below, the impurity-defect interaction is dose-

dependent in that case. 

4. Relevant information on radiation damage in. Fe 

Our discussion of the results presented in II and III is based on 

knowledge of the nature and configuration of radiation damage in Fe. The in-

19 

coming ion produces a damage cascade, i.e., a distribution of interstitials 

and vacancies whose detailed structure depends on the deposited energy den

sity. The damage density is such that annihilation of a number of Frenkel 
20 

pairs takes place. This occurs via an athermal procès» and may be enhanced 

thermally by increased vacancy mobility at high temperatures. In view of 

their low migration energy, interstitials play no further role in damage evo

lution •. (beyond this important quasi-instantaneous recombination pro

cess) since they migrate very rapidly to the sample surface, to dislocations 

21 22 
or to other sinks- On the other hand, resistivity mnd electron microscopy 

experiments on quenched Fe shoved that vacancies are mobile above room terape-

23 

rature. Stereo electron microscopy experiments revealed that room-tempera

ture Tb implantation in Fe at > 100 keV energies produce stable vacancy loops 

some 100 A in diameter (no interstitial loops were found) and indicated that 

these loops are in the (100) planes. After room-tempe rature implantation, the 

implanted layer thus contains a network of vacancy loops, a number of isola

ted vacancies and small vacancy clusters. Resistivity and electron microscopy 

results- show that sample annealing above 400K leads to vacancy motion and to 
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21 vacancy loop growth, ; when the annealing temperature reaches about 720K, 

vacancy clusters begin to anneal out, thus providing an important source of 

vacancies. Comparatively little knowledge is available on the character of 

stable defects when the implantation is performed at temperatures above the 

vacancy nobility threshold (but below the range where void growth phenomena 
20 23 24 dominate). From existing work * * we conclude that mobile vacancies are 

trapped In large vacancy loops, until the implantation temperature is such 

that the thermal energy is higher than the sum of the vacancy migration ener

gy'and of the binding energy of the smallest stable cluster, i.e., the mobile 

vacancy concentration is considerably enhanced when vacancy loops are no 

longer stable enough to act as the most efficient trap. 

Of specific interest to us are the details of the interaction be

tween the various forms of damage and the implanted' impurity. To our know

ledge, essentially no information is available from established techniques 

on possible vacancy trapping (or vacancy cluster nucleation) in Fe by implanted 
25 impurities, with the exception of the rather detailed studies carried out 

on rare-gas implants in metals. The latter are particularly relevant to the 

well-documented combined lattice location-HFI studies * on implanted Fe Xe 

but, in view of the very special properties of gases in metals, it is unsafe 

to generalize the results to BE implants. 

27 

The results of Section 3 and the available information on impurity-

vacancy interactions in quenched dilute alloys (i.e., where the impurity does 

not create a damage cascade) strongly suggests that although the details of 

the interaction depend on defect stability, binding and activation energies, 

etc*, it is in fact determined by the elastic interaction between the vacan

cy and impurity in a given host* The natural conclusion to draw from the 

(100) planar effect found in the present Fe Yb lattice location experiments 
9 



is that the Yb impurity-defect interaction takes place in the vacancy loop 

planes when it occurs. 

5. Interpretation of experimental results 

In this Section, we describe a simple calculation that accounts for 

the evolution of both £ and f in annealing and high-temperature implantation 

experiments. The main results to account for are (i) the correlated drop in 

E and f when room*-temperature implanted samples are annealed up to 75OK, in 

spite of the fact that the implanted doses in these experiments differ by a 

factor *fc 100 ; (ii) th'e non-correlated change in e and f in the high-tempera

ture experiments ; (,iii) the high-temperature values of E and f in the anneal

ing and hot-implant experiments ; and (iv) the privileged effect of the (100) 

plane in the two series of lattice location experiments. 

5.1. General approach 

As discussed in Section 3, the origin of the room-temperature values of 

e is unclear. According to II, the HIT corresponds to f«l. This eliminates 

sites in which the Yb is "precipitated" in one form or another, and for which 

£•0. However, it is not possible to rule out the existence of one or several 

lattice site(s) for which f»l and £<1, in view of the remarks of Section 3. 

For simplicity, we will assume in the following that all Yb impurities im

planted at room.temperature land in identical "initial" sites with £-0.56(4) 

in all directions : i.e. ,the measured value of e is assigned to all impurity sites. 

If new information proved this value to be an average over different sites,the 

analysis given here could easily be slightly modified by weighting over the 

various "initial" sites. It would still hold provided the temperature-

dependence of the various fractions remain the. same. 
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Besides this point, our description is based on the following 

assumptions. (A) Only three possible impurity lattice sites are con

sidered : initial (site i), interacting with a vacancy loop (site t) or in a 

"precipitate" (site p_). In the present context (as in I-III), the latter is 

taken in a rather loose sense : it nay be in an intermetallic compound or in a 

very small impurity cluster (e.g., several atoms), such that the requirements 

described in II for the alignment of the Tm electronic spin are no longer 

fulfilled* (B) Irreversible transitions from initial sites _i to sites £ and 

and £ may occur after implantation. These transitions are caused by thermal 

vacancy migration towards impurities. We assume that when a vacancy reaches 

an impurity, vacancy-assisted migration immediately leads to Yb interaction 

with a vacancy-loop (in the temperature-range where they exist) or to Tb 

"precipitation" (above the vacancy-loop stability limit). The evolution of 

the system is thus dominated by the vacancy diffusion process rather than by 

the impurity-vacancy complex migration. Finally, (C) in order to simplify 

calculations the initial distributions of impurities and vacancies tn. she 

implantation layer are assumed to be random, and uncorrelated, and vacancy 

migration to sinks is described as a first-order process. 

The concentration c. of impurities remaining in site _i at time t may 

then be written under Assumption B 

dc./dt * -p. c c. (Annealing) (II*a) 

dc./dt - $-p. c c. (HT implantation) (II.b) 

for annealing (II.a) and high-temperature implantation (II.b> experiments, 

respectively. In these equations, $ is the implantation dose-rate, c the 

vacancy concentrations at time t and p. *X v.exp(-EM/kt), where V and E M 

are the jump frequency and migration energy, respectively, of a free vacancy 
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and x is the coordination number (X"8) in the bcc lattice. The vacancy con

centration c depends on'the temperature range. 

-As long as vacancy loops exist, c is obtained from the rate-equations 

[ d c v / d t " ~P£ % c i " p L cv %"% c v (Annealing) (III.a) 

dc : /dt - n^-p. c c. -p. c c,-p c . (HT implantation) (lll.b) 

where ct is tl» number of vacancies per incoming impurity available for the 

migration process described (i.e.» a is equal to the number of Frenkel pairs 

created by each ion,minus those which have recombined with interstitials or formed 

the initial clusters for vacancy-loops), c. is the concentration of vacancy-

loops, and p and p. are the probabilities that a vacancy reaches a sink or 

a vacancy-loop, respectively. The letter may be expressed as follows : 
-EjkT 2 8 

P (p T)*Ç(Ç')Ve where Ç and Ç* are geometrical coefficients to be 

determined. 

At temperatures such that vacancy-loops no longer exist) Equations 
(III) become : 

dc^/dt * Pd °L " p i cv ci ~ p v cv (Annealing) (IV. a) 

d c / d t * a $ - p . c c.-p c (HT implantation) (iV.b) 

where p, is the probability that a vacancy be released by a vacancy-loop. 

This probability will be calculated in Section 5.2- The solution of the cou

pled differential equations (II)-(III) or (II)-(IV) leads to the fraction 

E - C . / C . (where c. is the total impurity concentration) of impurities which 

o o 
remain in initial sites after implantation or annealing at any temperature. 

The relation between z and f or e does not depend on 

whether annealing or high-temperature implantation is considered, but does 



depend on tbe nature of available implanted inpurity sites* According to Asstnop 

tion A, there are three of these. According to II, we have f-1 for impurities 

in site ̂ i; when tbe Yb impurities interact with a defect such as a -vacancy (or 

a vacancy-loop) or when they "precipitate" (into clusters, internetallic com-* 

pounds, etc.), the HFI is no longer aligned by the exchange field so that for 

an IPAC measurement f*-0. This is the case for sites l_ and p_, so that we always 

have f~z« Mow consider the channeling results. For each probing beam direction, 

the extinction ratio £ is the sum, weighted over the site populations, of the -

extinction ratios appropriate to each site. When vacancy-loops exist, no impu

rity precipitation occurs : e-ze. + (ï-z)e. . At higher temperatures, vacancy-

assisted Yb migration leads to "precipitation"s e» ZE. + (l-z)e • 

The values of e., e, and e actually depend ou the probing beam di

rection. Experimentally, e. «0.56 in all directions. The value of e must be 

zero in all directions if the precipitate is incoherent with the iron lattice. 

If some coherence does exist, c may be different from zero and e (100) may 

be different from e (other directions). We shall study this point in section 

5.2. The parameter e, warrants further discussion. When the impurity interacts 

with a vacancy-loop, we shall assume that e,«0 except for a (lOO)-aligned 

bean. In that case, since the vacancy-loops lie in three equivalent (100) 

planes, two geometries may be defined for impurities in site £. One-third of 

the atoms are located in the incoming particle plane (geometry A) while the . 

remainder are located in the two equivalent perpendicular planes (geometry B). 

In geometry A, a (lOO)-channeled analyzed particle may meet the rare earth 

atom before crossing the loop (in which case the impurity should appear substi

tutional with e,»1.0).or after crossing the loop (in which case it has picked 

up enough transverse momentum to be backseattered by tbe impurity vbich should 

appear non-substitutional with e.-O). We shall assume that the mean value 
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e,(100)-0.5 is appropriate for geometry A. The i«purity is sensed as random 

in geometry B, Thé expected value of e^ for a (lOO)-aligned beam is then 

(l/3)x0.5-0.17. 

5.2. Annealing of room-temperature implanted Fe Yb 

The expérimental results (Figure 3) were reported previously (see II, 

III and Rrf.29). Our interpretation is based on the information summarized 

in Section 4, and involves a competition between vacancy trapping by RE in-

purities or by vacancy loops. As the annealing temperature is raised above 

the vacancy «obi lit y threshold, thé loops grow in their plane (the effect 

of the (100) plane was first discussed in Ref, 29. It has recently been mentioned 
4 

in a study of Fe_ I ) . This entails a reduction of 1 "Xp e i" tbe (100) plane 

(Fig.3, curve B), but no change is observed in the values of f and e. We con

clude that when thermally activated, residual vacancies from the implantation 

cascades are preferentially trapped by vacancy loops (rather than by RE impu

rities) • When the temperature is high enough (̂  720K), the loops begin to 

anneal out by releasing vacancies. The fraction f and the ratio c decrease 

simultaneously, but the decrease of G is slower in the vacancy loop plane. 

This result suggests that as they anneal out, vacancy loops trap Yb impuri

ties at their periphery (in their strain relaxation area). Complete annealing 

produces impurity precipitation. As mentioned above, the exact nature of the 

"precipitate" is unclear but its existence is evidenced by the fact that the Tm spins 

are no longer aligned by tbe iron exchange field (see II) .The TDPAC experiment des

cribed in II provides microscopic information on the Yb environment. As "precipita

tion1* takes place and the loops anneal out,the increase of ( 1 - x F e) in the (100) 

plane shows a recovery of the iron lattice (Fig. 3, curve B). We note that 

the sane effects on f and e would be found if one had vacancy (or divacancy) 

trapping on the Yb impurity, assuming that for a vacancy-(or a divacancy)— 

impurity pair e were equal- to zero and that the rare-earth spin were "pinned" 

by a strong crystalline electric field (see II). But as shown in II, this 
14 



conclusion is incompatible with the combined results of PAC and tfissbauer experi

ments on rare earths in Fe. Not would it account for the privileged influence of the 

(ICO) plane. 

The fraction z of impurities remaining in sites i, after annealing • 

•ay be deduced straightforwardly from the analysis of Section 5.1. We first 

consider the temperature range below vacancy loop annealing : the absence of 

any change in f and e at the vacancy mobility threshold (preferential trap

ping of vacancies by vacancy loopa rather than by Tb impurities) leads us to 
23 neglect the term (p. c. c ) in Equation (III.a). Electron microscopy work 

shows that the number of implantation-induced vacancy loops remains essen

tially constant (c,"C0) during annealing in this temperature range, even 
30 above the vacancy mobility threshold • Thus, the ratio s is obtained from 

Eqn».(II.a) and (III.a) : 

where t i s the duration of the implantation (MO seconds in a l l experiments) 

Since z i s not affected (curves A and C of Fig.3) by vacancy mobility at 

T< 500K, where expt-(pT+p c J t ] * 0 , the term in brackets in Eqn. (V) must 

be small ; i . e . 

< - > t 0 X « Î + Ç' % (VI). 

The right-band side of this inequality will be determined from the high im

plantation-temperature experiments (Section 5.1), thus setting an upper limit 

on the room-temperature value of a. 

In the temperature range above the vacancy loop annealing temperature 

(̂ 70010 we shall assume for simplicity that the (pj c^ c^ tenia negligible ia 

Eqn. (IV.a) ; i.e. .preferential trapping of vacancies by the surface or other sinks 
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rather than by Tb impurities.This assumption is quite easy to justify in the cane 

of low-dose implantations for HFI experiaents (where c. "fc 10 ) ; it is deba-

-3 
table for the lattice-location experiaent implantation», where c ^ 10 . For 

siaplicity, we alao assume (a* above) that c t-c o, i.e., that the nimber and 

else of the vacancy loop» doea not chant* until essentially all the Tb inpu-

ritiea have precipitated. With tbeae approximations, 

a - exp[(p dc op./pJ)(!-p yt-e"
P ,'' :)J (VII) 

Thie equation deacribea the change in a above t* 700K. In view of thia resul t , 

the fraction f and the ratio e wi l l drop simultaneously at t 750E only i f c 

i« dose-independent ( i . e . , identical in our latt ice-location and HFI iaplau-

tatiooa). Thia ia in reaaonablc agreement with the aaturation behavior obser-
26 12 

ved in Fe for vacancy loop denaitiea atiaplantationdosesabovei£. 10' at.. 
-2 -5 

cm .Themeasured loopdenaity af «uch doses corresponds to c MO ,and wewil luse 
thia value in the J ol lowing eatiaatea. 

The energy needed to extract a vacancy froa a vacancy loop ia the 

ana of a binding energy E. and of the vacancy aigration energy E„ ; the pro

bability p . for vacancy releaee froa a loop i s proportional to the nuaber of 

s i tes M on the loop circumference, and p.-XK V exp[-(E^-E„)/lcT] . Vacancy 
23 loop e u e aaasureaenta lead to a typical value of N t 100 and an approxi-

aate nuaber n*fc 10 vacanciea per loop. À value £„« (l.3±0.1)eV ia obtained 

fxoa tef .25. The value of E- may be estiaated assuming a spherical cluster : 

the binding energy of a group of j v icanciea ia then : 

• EJ(n) - ( 9 w / 4 ) 1 / 3 a Y, n 2 ' 3 £ ( j / n ) 2 / 3 - 2 / 3 ( j / n ) ] 

where a ia the nuaber of vacanciea in the cluster, Y, is its surface energy 

V 3 
and a ia the latt ice parameter. With nt> 10 and j • I, we obtain E - 1.20 eV. 
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Using Eqn.(VII), the fit (Fig. 3) to the experimental temperature-

dependence of f and eis obtained with C-10 and t »0.18. As expected,(p^ c^ c^ 

is then indeed negligible for theHFI implantation, but not ouch ««aller than 

(p e ) inEqn. (IV.a) for lattice location experiments. Although no analytical 

solution was found in this case,close inspection suggests that the inclusion of 

this non-linear term will sinply accelerate the drop in 2 without affecting the 

temperature range in which it occurs (nor the limiting values of f and e). 

The value obtained for e indicates some coherence between the Fe lattice P 
and the "precipitates" formed at high annealing temperatures. As noted above, 

the higher values of £ in the (100) planar direction (Curve C, Fig.3) show 

that Yb impurities are displaced preferentially in this plane. 

Our experimental temperature-dependence is rather different from 

that obtained on 80 keV Yb-imp Ian ted Fe by Alexander et al. although no 

energy-dependence of £ is found on the unannealed samples. As discussed in 

I, we conjecture that the implanted impurities interact with the surface 

oxide layer at the lower implantation energy used in Ref.7. On the other 

hand, a temperature-dependence identical to ours was obtained in lattice 

location and HFI experiments on room-temperature implanted 130 keV-Xe 

ions in Fe after annealing up to 800K. This result suggests than the same 

mechanisms are operative,and that the effect characterizes the host rather than the 

impurity . A dose-dependence of z at room temperature was deduced fiom a for-
32 mal rate-equation calculation by Odeurs et al., and found to be in agreement 

with their experimental results (since we have no information on our site i, 

we are not in a position to discuss the various room-temperature impurity-
26 defect associations ascribed to Xe in Fe from Mossbauer or nuclear orienta-

tion-MMR33 data). 
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5.3. Implantation of a soluble impurity : Au in Fe 

Quite generally, when tbe annealing température is high enough to 

allow vacancy-assisted impurity migration in iron, we expect to see non-

soluble impurities precipitate or form metallic compounds with zero hyper-

fine field (as measured by IFAC) and values of e near zero. On the other 

hand, soluble impurities should remain in solid solution upon annealing if 

they have been implanted in a substitutional site. And when a soluble impu

rity has been implanted so that it interacts with its damage cascade residue 

(e.g., a vacancy cluster), vacancy-assisted migration may be expected to 

facilitate solution and enhance f or e. 

The lattice location experiments on Au in Fe described in III were 

performed in order to check the consistency of this approach (Au is soluble 

up to 2.7 at Z in Fe). After room-temperature implantation, we find e»0.85 
34 

in agreement with a previously reported value. Upon annealing at 770 R va
cancies released by the Au implantation-induced vacancy loops foster impu
rity mobility as described byEqns.(III.a)and (IV.a). This process, which 
led to "precipitation" of insoluble Yb, improves the solid solution of 
Au in Fe and hence increases e to unity. 

5.4. High temperature implantation of Yb in Fe 

The experimental results are presented in Fig.4. The extinction 

ratio e drops at the onset of vacancy mobility; the average HFI measured by 

IFAC still has its room-temperature value when the implantation temperature 

reaches 570K, while at the same temperature s has fallen by a factor of two 

in the (100) direction and a factor of three in other directions. This re

sult cannot be accounted for in terms of Yb precipitation or simple vacancy 
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trapping. The strong planar effect in lat t ice location experiment» suggests 

that a large fraction of impurities interact with vacancy loops between 550K 

and 650K ; ve conjecture that vacancy loops are no longer forned above 650K 

and that the further drop in f and e (100) i s due to Yb "precipitation". Jur 

interpretation i s again based on Assumptions A-C. The same basic processes 

[vacancy notion and vacancy-assisted Migration as described byEqns.(lI)-(IV)J 

. lead to impurity-vacancy loop interaction below. 650K and to Yb "precipitation 

above that temperature. The two température ranges are discussed separately. 

Below 650K. the tiae-evolution of the impurity population in •': 

s i t e i i s described byEqns.(II.b) and ( I l l . b ) . The tern (p. c. c ) i s agai'i 

neglected inEqn^III.b), assuming preferential vacancy capture by vacancy 

clusters. The resulting coupled equations only offer a simple solution i f 

the approximation c,»c holds,* condition that i s now satisfied in high dose 

( latt ice location) experiments where the vacancy loop density practically 

saturates in the very early stages of the implantation, but not in the low 

dose (HFI) experiments where c , increases continuously over most of the im

plantation time. For the high dose implantations, 

x - ( l / c t ) exp[-fc(t+l/ce" c ,Jl2j [b n /c°n!(n-b/c)] x [l-exp(bt-nct)l , (T<650K) 
n-0 

(VIII) 

where c- (p„+p.c ) and b - (a# p.)/(p..+p,c) . Specifically, below the 
V Xi O I V Xr O 

vacancy nobility threshold (T<*00K) exp(-ct)T.1, so that (VIII) reduces to z-l. 
Thus f-1 and e-0.56. Above the vacancy mobility threshold exp(-ct)M), so 
that (VIII) goej over to 

« * 0 /be) [ 1 - exp (-bt) ] (S00K < T < 650K) (IX) 
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Using thisEqn.(IX), the parameter b-2.5xiO is obtained from the experimen
tal values of e at 570K. With this value and fitting our results (Curve C of 

Fig.4) in the temperature range up to 650K withEqn. (VIII), we obtain ç+ç fc o» 
—2 -2 

5*10 . In Section 5.2 t ç-10 was derived from the analysis of annealing 

experiments. With c -10~ .we have ç'-4000 and hence all the parameters of the 

transition probabilities in Eons. (II)-(IV) are known. We may nowdetermine the 

.number (a) of vacancies available for Yb impurity migration. Below the vacancy 

nobility threshold, this parameter is obtained from Eqn.(VI)(Section 5.2). For 
. -3 

lattice location experiments, we have ft M O in concentration terms,, so that 20 a<1 • This limit agrees with the known maximum damage concentration (< IZ) in 
metals. When the implantation temperature is above the vacancy mobility 

threshold (but below 6S0K), the total concentration of vacancies is large,but 

most are trapped by vacancy loops. From Eqn. (IX), the value of a is then 

a*20. 

Eqn.(IX) provides a lower limit of the value of z for the low-dose 

implantations below 650K, hence an estimate of the maximum expecced change in 

f in that temperature range. With the appropriate values of Ç»X»t c" , 0 * n d 

a-20, ve find z>0.92. Therefore f>0.92 and oO.Sl as long as the implantation 

temperature is below 650K, This is in agreement with our results. 

We may also compare Eqn. (IX) to the results of high temperature im-
26 plantation experiments on Xe in Fe. These were Hossbauer HFI experiments, 

for which the implanted doses were comparable to those of our lattice-location 

experiments (typically 10 at.es ). In that case, the amplitude of the HFI 

component identified as the "substitutional fraction" (corresponding to our 

"initial site" denomination) drops to zero at 470K. This is in excellent 

agreement with the prediction of Eqn. (IX). 
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•Above 700K« i f vacancy clustering no longer takes place, the evolu

tion of tb* system i s described byEqn».(II.b) and (IV.b). Assuming as pre

viously that vacancies arc preferentially trapped by sinks other than the Tb 

impurities (and since c - 0 ) , the solution of these equations are identical 

to Eqn.(VIII), but the values of bandc arenowb°(a+p.)/p and c-p .since we 

are far above the vacancy nobility threshold, the solution reduces to 

s - ( o 4 p . t / p v ) " l t 1 - e x p ( - < « T P i t / p v ) ] (T>700K) (X) 

Assuming that the high-temperature value of f in Fig.4 i s due to Yb 

impurities remaining in in i t ia l s i t e s , we may determine the value of a in 

the temperature-range where vacancy clustering no longer occurs (using the pre 

viously deduced values of ç and x)'.We find on-700,in reasonable agreement with the 

value expected from a calculation of the average number of Frenkel pairs 
35 36 produced per ion using the modified ' Kinchin-Pease formula. 

For the high-dose experiments above 700 K, the value of z calculated 

from Eqn. (IX) using a-700 i s iero:ir. our experiments, a l l the Yb impurities 

have "precipitated". In order to obtain agreement with the experimental value 

of e in a l l directions (Curve C, Fig.4) , the value of e must be M). 18, as in 

the annealing experiment discussed i n Section 5 .2 . This indicates that Yb 

"precipitates" have the same-structure in both experiments. 

Our inteipretation cf the process occurring in the temperature-range 

650-700* does not lend i t s e l f to calculation within the simple modal descri

bed in the preceding paragraphs . We assume that migrating vacancies no long

er form vacancy clusters when kT i s about equal to the sum of the vacancy 

migration enargy Eg and of the binding *n*;-gy EJ of the smallest stable 
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vacancy cluster* From the experimental data, we deduce Eli-0.5 eV, a reasona-

37 

ble value for a group of four vacancies (often considered to be,the smallest 

stable cluster). Since E' is smaller than the binding energy of a vacancy in 

a large cluster» ïb "precipitation" occurs at lower temperatures in high-

temperature implantation than in annealing experiments. 
32 

It is interesting to compare our analysis to that of Odeurs et 

al>, who attempted a general formulation of impurity site evolution in implan

tation experiments* The latter work assumed transition probabilities between 

unspecified implanted impurity sites under equilibrium conditions* Thus, re

versible processes (transitions site i £ site j) were included. The results 

were applied to the dose-dependence of the HFI change at Xe in Fe. As dis

cussed above, the nature of the impurity-defect interaction in our experi

ments leads us to consider only irreversible transitions and our calculation 

accounts for the annealing and high temperature implantation dependence of 

both the HFI and lattice location properties* .Considering the properties 

of defects in Fe specifies (and considerably simplifies) our analysis, but it 

is easy to see that the rate-equations of Ref.32 may reduce to Eqii. (VIII) if 

appropriate transition probabilities are assumed. Both approaches are actual

ly hampered by the assumption (basic to any cquilibrium-thermodynamical cal

culation) of a uniform initial defect distribution. To our knowledge, no cal-

culationfsuçh as Réf.38Îinvolving the correlation between the stopping ion 

and its associated defects has been applied to experimental analysis. 

6. Conclusion 

Several features of the present discussion are perhaps worth under

lining. Firstly, the interesting correlation (in the absence of damage evolu

tion) between e and the implanted impurity atomic radius warrants an 
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explanation. It would be of significance to know whether it is due solely to 

the impurity-induced lattice strain or to the elastic impurity-defect attrac

tion : this could help to interpret many lattice-location results. Secondly, 

the annealing and high implantation temperature experiments demonstrate the 

importance of radiation damage evolution in lattice location and HFI Measure

ments. We have shown that the various temperature-dependences observed in all 

our experiments may be accounted for simultaneously with a simple model of 

radiation damage evolution. The results are found to account for results of 

other experiments (where available) as well. It should be noted that under 

our assumptions, impurity evolution occurs via a two-step mechanism: vacancy 

migration towards the impurity followed by vacancy-assisted impurity migra

tion. Ve assumed everywhere that the latter process is fast compared to the 

former, so that all our equations involve vacancy migration to the impurity. 

Thus the model presented here may very veil be valid even if some other se

cond stage were preferred to vacancy-assisted migration (as long as this se

cond stage is much faster than the first). Ve submit that our results esta

blish the importance of the vacancy-impurity interaction. The structure of 

the impurity-vacancy complex (i.e., whether it involves one or several va

cancies) remains to be determined. So do the details of its migration pro

cess, for which only thé influence of the (100) plane vas established here. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1 : Values of (1-e) as a function of the normalized difference p. 

between atonic radius of impurities R. and host R for different 

impurities implanted in iron : p. » (R.-R )/R • Note that the 

points are on a straight line for p. > 0.2 , indicating the criti

cal radius under which an isipurity is essentially substitutional. 

Figure 2 : Values of (1-e) as a function of p. (see Figure 1) for different 

impurities implanted in copper. Here also, the points are on 

straight line for pjXJ.25. 

Figure 3 : annealing properties of TO implanted Fe 

A. Fraction f of Tm (open triangles) and Lu (full trian

gles) nuclei experiencing a Magnetic hyperfine interaction 

(see II). 

B. (100)—plane extinction ratio on Fe at xb implantation depth. 

C. Corrected Yb extinction ratio e for the (100) direction (open 

circles) and for all the other directions studied (full circles). 

Solid lines are calculated froa Eqas. (V) and (VII). Broken lines 

are only to guide the eye. 

Figure 4 : Change in properties of Yb-implanted Fe with implantation tempera

ture. 
169 

A. Fraction f of Tm experiencing a magnetic hyperfine interac

tion (see II). 

B. (100)-plane extinction ratio on Fe at'Yb implantation depth. 

C. Corrected Yb extinction ratio e for the (100) direction (open 
28 



- circles) and for all the other directions studied (full circles). 

. Solid lines are calculated from 5qna.(VIXI) and (X). Broken lines 

are only to guide the eye. 
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